Model-Driven Evaluation of Software Architecture Quality Using Model Clone Detection
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Abstract—As software architecture methods and tools become increasingly model-driven, evaluating architecture artifacts must adjust correspondingly. Model-driven evaluation of architecture quality has advantages over traditional evaluation techniques, especially when applied in a model-driven context. One approach we found successful in performing model-driven analysis involves using model clone detection, whereby we detect subsystems that are similar to example systems that are positive and negative quality indicators. In this paper we present our ideas on applying model clone detection to realize model-driven evaluation of software architectures, which contain many high-level systems and interactions. We propose having model-based representations of architectural patterns and styles, and employing model clone detection to identify positive and negative architectural aspects for evaluation, including reliability and security. We provide our insights on how this research can be applied to popular architectural paradigms, relation to previous work, and present discussion points on how it will impact software architecture quality evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the software engineering field and technology mature, software systems grow more complex and larger in size. Correspondingly, the software architectures defining these systems are becoming more complex. This complexity causes challenges both in the design of this architecture and the evaluation of its quality throughout the software life cycle. Seeing as architectural design is more abstract than detailed design or implementation, one technique used in many domains to combat this complexity is model-driven architecture (MDA) [1]–[3]. Pure MDA projects use a variety of high-level abstractions, known as models, and combine these models at design time to perform model execution, verification, and code generation for embedding onto platforms [3]. However, even architects not following a pure MDA approach likely use some higher-level modeling notation to represent their architectures [4], such as using the unified modeling language (UML) to define architectures [5], or even higher-level architecture description languages (ADL) [6].

Evaluating architectures is a well-researched problem with many approaches [7] considering different factors such as reliability, security, maintainability, portability, modularity, and others [8]. For example, most approaches employ a scenario-based technique [7], whereby scenarios emulate activities the architecture should support [9]. Important issues facing existing software architecture evaluation techniques include incorporating them into existing development processes and providing tool support [7]. These techniques require relatively low-level abstractions compared to the architecture models themselves, such as textual formalisms, or require using a new modeling language. In many cases they entail manual evaluation steps, for example, continually developing scenarios and calculating each scenario’s impact and weighting [8].

An emerging approach to evaluating software architecture quality is model-driven evaluation, which uses higher-level models to analyze architectures. One form of model analysis yet to be leveraged for this purpose is near-miss model clone detection, which involves finding identical or similar sets of models, up to a given specified difference threshold [10], [11]. Since software architecture patterns and styles can be viewed as “a family of systems in terms of a pattern of structural organization” [12], and the presence of architecture patterns and styles can be employed to measure architecture quality [13], including reliability and security concerns, model clone detection is an ideal candidate to realize model-driven quality evaluation.

One automatic approach we devised, implemented, and validated for model-driven quality evaluation of stand-alone models and subsystems was to use model clone detection to identify instances of individual systems that were similar to established “good” or “bad” examples, known as pattern models [14]. Using an approach featuring model clone detection allows for a completely model-driven evaluation since analysts define and use pattern models that are compared to the models being analyzed [15]. It requires no additional textual or modeling formalisations. A key limitation of our past work is that it was designed and implemented to function at the stand-alone (sub)system level only, that is, in the context of individual systems and their constituents, such as individual Simulink systems [14]. Software architecture, on the other hand, is more high level than individual systems and is a composition of design decisions [16] typically represented as a model that defines elements, form, and rationale [4]. It consists of different views and sets of interconnected models [17]. So while individual systems work with what Buschmann termed “stand-alone patterns” [18], software architecture patterns are higher-level and focus more on interconnections and higher-
level concerns. This presents a challenge in that our previous work in its current state is ill suited to handle these concerns and complex connections.

In this position paper, we propose using model clone detection for semi-automatic model-driven evaluation of software architectures. Specifically, we propose that analysts detect quality indicators in an example-driven manner whereby architectural patterns/styles are represented as examples in the same modeling language notation(s) as the architecture implementations themselves. These example, or “family”, models then undergo model clone detection with the systems being analysed, and any clone matches can be used to reason about architecture quality. One merit of this technique is that it is general enough that various types of architectural aspects can be evaluated at once by having the family models represent security, maintainability, reliability, performance, conformance, and other concerns. Additionally, even as architecture instances evolve, the evaluation can take place. Lastly, using this technique provides the same benefits we noted for stand-alone system evaluation including [15] (1) quality and risk assessment early in a project’s existence, (2) applicability to projects and teams employing either a pure- or part- MDA philosophy, and (3) no textual or new modeling languages being required.

This position paper begins in Section II with some background on model clone detection and architectural patterns and styles. We then overview the process in Section III and provide our insights on how it can be realized for popular architectural paradigms in Section IV. We present related work in Section V and points for discussion in Section VI, followed by our conclusion in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Model Clone Detection

A software clone is an element of software that is similar or identical to another element. Traditionally, clone research has focused on the notion of “code clones”, which refers to clones in textual code representations [19]. More recently, techniques are being developed for model clone detection, whereby analysis focuses on finding identical or similar model elements or sets of elements [10]. The majority of research thus far has focused on Simulink [10], [11], but work is being done on other modeling formalisms like UML [20], [21] and Stateflow [22]. Model clone detection approaches can employ different methods for comparison including graph-based techniques, textual analysis of the models’ representations, or a variety of heuristic approaches [23]. These model clone detection approaches have been validated and proven to be effective through experimentation, and industrial validation [10], [21], [24].

There are four types of model clones [11]. A type 1 model clone pair represents two models that are completely identical, ignoring any formatting or layout information. Type 2 model clones are models that are structurally identical to one another but allow for renamed elements or changed element values. Type 3 model clones, or near-miss model clones, are pairs/sets of models that are similar up to a certain similarity threshold, such as 75% structural similarity. Type 4 model clone pairs are those are significantly different structurally, beyond a Type 3 threshold, but are semantically equivalent. More technical details on model clone detection can be found in our previous work and others [10], [11], [21].

1) Model Clone Detection as an Evaluation Tool: In recent work, we described how model clone detection can be used as an evaluation tool for stand-alone systems [15]. Utilizing “cross clones” [25], we suggested having analysts run model clone detection on the union of their systems and sets of “pattern” models, representing either established good or bad solutions. Any model clones that cross these sets indicate that an individual system is an instance of that pattern. This is made possible through the detection of Type 3 model clones. We implemented and validated this approach in a tool for analyzing Simulink systems by detecting instances of antipatterns [14]. This tool is able to detect five different types of antipatterns in Simulink model sets, demonstrating that structure is enough to identify potential pattern instances. In this position paper, we propose adapting this work to cater it towards software architecture quality analysis, addressing architectural-specific aspects and features.

B. Architectural Patterns and Styles

One of the requirements of our proposed approach is there must be descriptions/examples of architecture that represent some notion of either a “good” or “bad” way of doing things. Fortunately, this is fairly prevalent for software architecture in the form of software architecture patterns [13], [18]. These software architecture patterns are architectural solutions to commonly occurring questions or problems. They can be incorporated into software architecture design and development approaches and, when it comes to quality, Harrison and Avgeriou speak explicitly to the idea that architectural patterns can be used to satisfy and measure architectural quality aspects [13]. There are examples in the literature of concurrency patterns [18], [26], [27], scalability patterns [18], context-processing middleware patterns [28], usability patterns [29], and more.

A synonymous term to architecture patterns is software architectural styles, where an architectural style “abstracts elements and formal aspects from various specific architectures” [30]. For example, there are architectural styles that address GUI construction [31] and network-based system layouts [32]. Architectural styles can be formalized [33] and there is even tool support for performing architectural style-centered creation [34].

III. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED PROCESS

Since an architectural pattern/style can be viewed as “a family of systems in terms of a pattern of structural organization” [12], and the presence of these can be used to measure quality [13] it is the goal of our process to ascertain if a specific architecture undergoing quality evaluation belongs to that “family of systems.” Thus, we can employ Type 3 (near-miss)
model clone detection with a tuned similarity threshold to see if each specific architectural instance is structurally similar to an architecture “family model” that is both representative of that family and is in the same form as the architecture itself. Software architecture syntax/structure dictates and defines the semantics since the syntactic domain maps to the semantic domain [33], so any model clones containing a “family model” will demonstrate similar positive or negative quality indicators.

The general process involves three stages, which we adapt from our earlier work [15].

A. Stage 1: Creating Architecture Style/Pattern Family Models

The first step involves defining the family models that will be the basis of comparison. This is a manual step that needs to be performed only once.

This stage in the process can include having analysts consult a domain expert, conduct domain analysis, and incrementally refine the family models through experimentation. The family models must be created by the system analyst using the same modeling language/tools used to create the architecture models that are to be analyzed later. For example, in our previous work involving stand-alone Simulink models [14], we created family models in Simulink by leveraging existing research on cataloging patterns, adapting standards from advisory boards, and utilizing company specific sources, like domain experts and documentation. Sources such as these are likely to exist and be viable for architectural modeling languages, in addition to other sources.

The family models must be general enough such that they can be matched to any potential implemented candidates, that is, facilitate high recall. This is especially important as many patterns are configurable or have many variation points. The family models must not be too general, however, so as to not impact the precision of the matches. The family models’ definitions should be completed and tweaked by analysts, domain experts, and researchers. This step is the main challenge in adapting our existing work as software architectures are very abstract high-level end-to-end representations, focusing on multiple systems, and having an emphasis on organization and interconnections, which contrasts our previous work that focuses on individual systems and stand-alone patterns.

In Section IV we discuss the feasibility of creating family models for popular architectural representations.

B. Stage 2: Model Clone Analysis

The second stage involves running model clone detection on the union of the family models created in the first stage and the architecture models being analyzed. This step is automated in that all this work and analysis is performed by the clone detector once it is setup. The only manual aspect is developing a suitable model clone detector, which needs to be done only once.

A key prerequisite of this proposed evaluation approach is that there exists a model clone detector for the architectural models/formalisms being used. New model clone detection techniques and tools can be realized using a variety of approaches, and in our previous work we outlined the steps we took in creating a text-based model clone detector [11], SIMONE. These steps included 1) creating a grammar to represent the modeling language describing the models and their structural information, as SIMONE is parser-based and language-sensitive, and 2) normalizing the underlying modeling representations through a combination of filtering and sorting. To apply this same approach to allow for model clone analysis of any of the architectural languages we describe in this paper, both of these steps will be important and can be achieved through domain analysis, speaking to experts, and refinement. Seeing as these architectural languages describe structural information and aspects, we believe that using textual analysis is sufficient, especially if we build it on the same framework as SIMONE was built on. Whatever model clone detector approach is used, a fairly large (around 33-50%) Type-3 difference threshold will be necessary to find instances of design patterns in order to allow for a lot of pattern variations.

After development of a model clone detector and creation of the family models, this stage is automatic and can occur at any time after the architectures to be analyzed have been created or designed. Thus, if the family models exist before the project begins, analysts can perform early model-driven evaluation of their architectures and continue to do so throughout the software life cycle simply by executing model clone detection. Execution entails running model clone detection on the union of the family models and architectures models being analyzed for quality, which is passed as input to the next stage: reasoning about software architecture quality.

In Section IV, we postulate about using or creating model clone detectors for the chosen architectural representations based on our experiences.

C. Stage 3: Reasoning about Software Architecture Quality

After model clone detection analysis is complete, architecture quality analysts can identify the model clones of pattern family models in the system architectures under study. Identifying cross clones is automatic as many clone detection tools can explicitly indicate cross clones [14], [25].

Once cross clones are identified automatically, analysts are made aware which systems under study are instances of which design patterns or antipatterns. Each architectural model cross clone, illustrated as the “X” in Figure 1, represents a categorization of that system’s architecture as an instance of the architectural pattern/style family. In other words, we are looking for architectural model clone pairs that intersect between the set of pattern family models and the system architectures being evaluated. Tools like SIMONE identify intersections automatically [11].

At this point, analysts can record all identified instances and begin to draw qualitative and quantitative quality conclusions. For example, Harrison and Avgeriou [13] indicate positive and negative quality implications of various architectural pattern usages. For each pattern and quality aspect, they assign a
label of “Key Strength”, “Strength”, “Neutral”, “Liability”, or “Key Liability”. As we demonstrate in Table I, we can ascribe quantitative values to these labels based on their findings. For example, having a range of values from “Key Strength” equaling two to “Key Liability” equaling negative two. So, if we were to detect an instance of the Blackboard pattern in a project, then we ascribe a -1 score to security and efficiency, with no impact on reliability or portability. If we find architectural instances of the Layers pattern, then we give security a +2 and reliability +1. Other example quality aspects that we can consider including are usability, maintainability, and implementability.

A nice aspect to this approach is that the analysis can be compositional. That is, it should be possible to assess quality attributes of an architecture based on the assessment of its parts, facilitating both a high-level composite quantitative score to present to decision makers, and a low-level detailed score for system developers and engineers. From a traceability perspective, the score sources themselves can be linked directly to the systems exhibiting the relevant qualities as the cross clone information will include the location of the architectural models demonstrating the properties.

There are other sources of quality implications of patterns that can be used to create quantitative measures such as these, including work by Shaw and Garlan [12]. However, this is an emerging area that will grow as the field of software architecture quality research matures.

IV. APPLICABILITY TO POPULAR ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGES

In order to consider the plausibility of using model clone detection for model-driven software architecture quality evaluation, we consider the three most widely used software architectural languages. In 2013, Malavolta et al. performed an industrial survey on ADL use and understanding [6]. When asked which ADLs they use, 86% of the participants said they use UML, 16.3% said they use the Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) [35], and 11.63% use ArchiMate [36].

A. UML

The most widely used tool for describing software architecture is UML. UML can describe multiple software architecture views through different modeling representations. For example, UML Component diagrams can be used for a code architecture view, UML Package diagrams for module architecture views, and UML Class diagrams with stereotypes along with UML State or Sequence diagrams for execution architecture views [5]. Furthermore, UML 2 added model concepts that improve the ability to represent architectures [37].

Regarding the plausibility of Stage 1, creating family models for UML, architectural patterns and styles for UML are often represented as the general form of models themselves. In the simple case, the UML architectural pattern will be a single generalized model in a specific type of diagram, such as a Component diagram. This can be instantiatized as a family model and will be a Type 3 model clone to anything similar. In other scenarios, there may be multiple diagram types that, together, best identify the pattern. It would be prudent for the family models to include all the corresponding diagrams to increase the precision of the pattern identification, thus improving the quality analysis. This is especially true in the case of UML 2.0 since the connectors allow for many variations of architectural element representations [37]. Thus, using Type 3 model clones can be used in conjunction with a refined and validated set of family models.

Take, for example, the Reactor Software Architecture Pattern [26], which handles server requests concurrently to make projects better suited to multi-threading and modular development. It can be described through a UML Component diagram, such as the one in Figure 2 showing the internal components of the Logging Implementation and its relation to external components. It also has an associated UML Class diagram and UML Sequence diagram, which we omit. All three of these diagrams should be represented as family models and associated together in order to best identify instances of the Reactor Pattern.

From a model clone analysis perspective for Stage 2, there exists model clone detectors for UML. The MQclone tool [21] detects UML model clones through a combination of graph analysis and UML-specific heuristics, such as element names and indexes. There is also a model clone detector specifically for UML behavioral models [20] that uses the models’ underlying textual representations. Because UML profiles are prevented from breaking the UML semantics and structural rules, these model clone detection techniques can either account or be updated to account for any UML profiles in a specific domain or company. In the simple case of having a single type of UML diagram, model clone detection can be used as per usual. In the more complex case of having multiple UML diagram types together form the architectural pattern or style, the model clone detector would have to be aware of this. While this capability does not yet exist, we
see two potential extensions to model clone detectors that can accomplish it. (1) In the case that the components in the architectural implementations are explicitly linked [5], the family models can be annotated in such a way that they are associated with one another and the model clone detector would use that information to report only potential instances where all, or the majority of, the linked diagrams have a clone to that family model group. (2) A more general extension is to have the model clone detector pre-process both the family models and architecture implementations being analyzed. Specifically, the detector could combine the family model group of diagrams into one diagram/representation and compare that against the combination, or cross product, of all of the relevant implemented architectural diagrams being analyzed. So, for example, the Reactor architecture family model group from earlier would have a Component, Class, and Sequence diagram. These three would be combined into one family model and compared against all combinations of Component, Class, and Sequence diagrams implemented in the architectures being analyzed. This would obviously be more computationally intensive, however, it would be a much more general and applicable approach. One that would be computationally feasible if we were to use the underlying textual representations of these diagrams instead of doing graph matching [11].

B. AADL

An important feature of the AADL is that it is both a graphical and textual modelling language [35]. For example, take the architectural style of having “mutually informing components” [38] facilitating increased dependability by having components determine their and their partners’ modes. It can be generalized in AADL graphical form, as shown in Figure 3 demonstrating two identical sub-components and their various modes. There is also an AADL textual model representation of this architectural style [38], which we omit.

For Stage 1 of our proposed process, creating the family models for AADL would involve instantiating the AADL graphical and/or textual model defining the architectural pattern or style. While AADL models can represent components at different levels of abstraction, they are all the same diagram type and adhere to the same meta model/grammar. They can be defined textually, graphically, or in a combination of the two [35]. So, the choice between graphical versus textual representation of the family models would correspond to both the representation of the AADL architecture models being analyzed and the AADL architectural pattern/style definition models. If the models to analyze used only graphical or textual representations, then the family models would need contain only graphical or textual elements, respectively.

From a model clone detection, Stage 2, perspective, there are no tools to our knowledge that detect model clones in AADL. However, because AADL models have textual representations, it is likely that one could develop an AADL textual model clone detector the same way we created a model clone detector for Simulink [11]. This is what we will do if we choose to implement this process for AADL.

C. ArchiMate

ArchiMate is an ADL modeling language specifically targeted towards modeling enterprise architecture [36]. It includes a set of meta models accounting for various levels of architecture abstraction including, in order of specificity, domain models, dynamic systems, enterprise architectures, and project-level concepts. ArchiMate accounts for business, applications, and technology all within one language [36].

Stage 1 family models intended to work with ArchiMate languages would need to be created using the target ArchiMate tool implementation used to design the architectures being analyzed. Because ArchiMate models have many inter-domain relationships, the family models would need to capture that
There are many techniques for evaluating software architecture [7], [8]. These are often geared towards specific quality attributes such as modifiability, design suitability, reliability, security, flexibility, and others [7]. The most popular evaluation approach uses scenarios that describe cases and forms that the architecture must account for and take, respectively [9]. All crucial uses of a system are covered by the scenarios, allowing analysts to monitor scenario interactions and reactions. As we presented in this paper, architectural quality evaluation can also be model-driven. Some examples include performance models [40], [41], consistency checking through analysis graphs [42], pattern instance detection using logic reasoners [43], and non-functional analysis through formal models [44]. In these examples, and others, analysts are required to learn and use a new modelling language or formalism, and cater their analysis to specific quality aspects. This contrasts the technique we propose in that analysts can use the same modeling language(s) that their architectures are described in and, as long as the quality aspects can be modelled in an example driven-manner, analysts can evaluate different architectural quality aspects, including reliability and security.

Zhu et al. extract information from established patterns to help an architect make and evaluate decisions in their domain [45]. This work contrasts ours in that it does not perform analysis directly on the architecture models, but rather helps in the forward engineering direction. However, the information they extract from patterns can definitely be useful when drawing conclusions about the pattern instances detected through our process. Similarly, Reference Architectures are generic architectures with associated quality benefits for engineers to use when designing their systems [46]. It is possible to leverage some of these reference architectures as sources of patterns. Kim [47] devised a meta-modeling approach to specify patterns. While our proposed family models are based directly on the style and pattern models, it is possible that the family models can be enhanced by adding information from the meta models.

**VI. Discussion Points and Future Work**

Using model clone detection for architecture quality evaluation is widely applicable in that various types of modelling quality measures and properties can be defined as pattern family models. From a familiarity and learning perspective, it has the advantage that analysts can specify desired architectural properties directly as examples in the same modelling formalism as the architectures to be evaluated. Using and extending existing model clone detectors should reduce the amount of additional scientific work required to realize Stage 2 in our proposed process for the various ADLs. We would likely leverage our existing work on SIMONE, while exploiting various grammar inference techniques [48] to analyze the structural information described by these ADLs. We are quite confident that we would be able to find clones in these domains based on the success we and others have had in achieving model clone detection. Some of these architecture models may have many elements and lots of potential combinations of structure. However, we believe that employing an approach using the same textual analyzer that we built our tool to detect Simulink patterns on will counter this nicely, as it sufficiently considers structural information described in the respective modeling languages, avoids the sub-graph isomorphism problem [11], and is built upon a very efficient and tested text clone analyzer [49].

The correlation between patterns and quality has been discussed by Harrison and Avgeriou [13] specifically for ar-
architecture patterns and by many others for software in general including traditional programming code domains [50], [51]. However, the exact correlation between patterns and quality is not clear. While Harrison and Avgeriou provide labels for the impact of a pattern on its various quality aspects that we proposed converting numerically earlier in Table I, an important area of future work is to better define how “good” or “bad” various architecture patterns are and to validate this in regards to overall architecture quality. Another quality factor to consider is looking at the context of the architecture pattern to help assess its impact to system quality on the whole. For example, “crucial” systems showcasing architecture patterns would have greater implications than instances found in less crucial systems. Of course, quality is relative to the business context. As we presented in our table, the decision to use a pattern or the remedying of an antipattern will likely have trade offs. But it is important to remember that our proposed process will only identify potential pattern instances and provide some automated quality insights. It is not meant, at least at this point, to automatically refactor the architectural models. While an overall quality assessment may be difficult, even the compositional evaluation will have value in itself and can lead to a suggested overall quality assessment based on various aspects of the architecture, such as security, maintainability, and reliability. It may be easier and more useful to focus on antipatterns because an architecture that matches a bad pattern is bad, whereas, it may be difficult to conclude anything from a partial match with good patterns.

Through this proposed process, architecture quality can be checked continually throughout the software’s lifetime despite architectural evolution. This can ensure conformance during a project to help with architectural management. Traceability is enhanced as analysts can track styles or patterns occurrences over time and the impact on overall quality. This is an improvement over the current practice, whereby a recent study showed that architecture design decisions are often mistaken and rarely documented [52].

This process, once realized and implemented, is semi-automatic. While Stage 1: the creation of family models, is a one-time manual process, it is theoretically possible to automate it through the notion of pattern inference. This is separate research area [53], and one that would enrich the model-driven evaluation of architectures, but is not critical. The second stage, model clone analysis, is an automatic process. The reasoning stage, or Stage 3, is done semi-automatically, as cross clones can be identified by the tools and quantitative scoring can be programmed and automated. On the other hand, qualitative assessments and decisions would be manual. A long term goal would be to incorporate automatic or guided refactoring based on the analysis, as done in other domains [54].

A notable limitation of this process is that there must be examples of styles or patterns for models to emulate. While each domain and industry can develop them, it is not always the case that this information is shared with the community as a whole. Also, tweaking the family models to achieve a desired measure of recall and precision is challenging. Typically because “correct” instances would have to be verified manually by an expert. We may have to start with a large difference threshold, like 50%, and refine the models incrementally. In addition, there is the possibility that architects may deliberately have anti-patterns, thus, this approach would lead to false alarms. However, since this is simply an analysis process, refactoring these architectures is something that can be left as a decision for project stakeholders.

Our first step will be to focus on a particular domain, decided on by gauging the industrial and academic communities to see what is interesting and feasible. We will then determine if it is possible to extract useful architectural structures that represent instances of positive or negative qualities based on the literature and domain experts. Once we have completed implementing this proposed process for the decided architectural language, an important aspect of work involves evaluating and validating its merits. This includes determining if a variety of architectural aspects can be evaluated, likely by calculating recall and precision of pattern instance detection for the various types architecture patterns. It should be clear if an implementation of the process will allow early project evaluation as we would test it on architectures representing projects at various levels of detail and maturity.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this position paper we presented an approach for model-driven evaluation of software architecture quality that uses model clone detection by having example architectures associated with quality measures and properties as the basis for comparison. In addition to being completely model-driven, a key benefit is that analysts need not use any modeling formalisms other than the ones they use already in their architecture designs and implementations. We presented our ideas on how the process would work for three popular architecture description languages, including examples based on our experiences and the literature. We believe this work has much promise in the area of software architecture quality because its ability to assess various quality aspects, help analysts understand their systems better, and its capability of having evaluation performed any time during the software life cycle.
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